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Abstract

The climatological annual cycle of the tropical Pacific and Atlantic Oceans is simulated using the HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) configured in a non-uniform horizontal grid spanning 30°S–65.5°N and 102°E–15°E. The model is initialized with climatological summer temperature and salinity and is forced by climatological atmospheric fields derived from the COADS and ECMWF ERA-15 reanalysis. The model is spun up for 20 years to reach a reasonable steady state in the primary region of interest from 20°S to 20°N, and year 20 is analyzed. The COADS simulation is primarily analyzed because it is slightly better in more respects than the ECMWF simulation, particularly in the representation of upper-ocean thermal structure. The model generally reproduces the seasonal variability of major circulation features in both oceans reasonably well when compared to climatologies derived from several observational datasets (surface drifters, TAO mooring array, COADS, Levitus, Pathfinder SST), and when compared to other model simulations. Model evaluation is complicated by the fact that the different climatologies, including the atmospheric reanalysis climatologies that drive the model, are averaged over different time intervals. In the tropics, the model thermocline reproduces the observed zonal slopes and meridional ridges/troughs in the thermocline. The simulated Equatorial Undercurrent compares favorably to observations, but is slightly deeper than observed. The model overestimates temperature in the Pacific warm pool regions, both
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west and east, by more than 1°C when compared to all observed climatologies. The model also tends to overestimate temperature in the eastern equatorial cold tongues in both the Atlantic and Pacific, with this overestimate being confined to a very small region of the far eastern Pacific during winter. This overestimate varies substantially depending on which observed climatology is used for the comparison, so model limitations are only partly responsible for the simulated–observed temperature differences in the cold tongues.
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1. Introduction

Many studies have been performed using ocean models of various types to study the tropical Pacific and Atlantic Ocean circulation. Busalacchi and O'Brien (1980) used a linear, reduced gravity model without thermodynamics to simulate the equatorial current system in the tropical Pacific. The study revealed that linear dynamics is sufficient to understand many aspects of the influence of equatorially trapped Rossby and Kelvin waves on the equatorial current system. Their relatively simple model was therefore capable of reproducing the location and variability of equatorial surface currents, but not important thermodynamical processes. Philander et al. (1987) forced a level coordinate primitive equation ocean general circulation model (OGCM) with seasonally varying climatological fields to study the mass and heat budget of the tropical Pacific. Broad features of the seasonal variability of the equatorial surface circulation and the thermocline movements were realistically obtained from their model study. Philander and Pacanowski (1986) used this same model to study the upper-ocean seasonal cycle of the tropical Atlantic.

Vertical mixing is very important for accurately simulating the baroclinic structure and flow field of the tropical ocean using OGCMs. Chen et al. (1994) studied the tropical circulation in the Pacific Ocean by embedding three different vertical mixing schemes in a 3-D ocean model. The mixing algorithms considered in their study are the Mellor–Yamada (MY) level 2.5 turbulence closure model (Mellor and Yamada, 1982), the Kraus–Turner (KT) bulk model (Turner and Kraus, 1967; Niiler and Kraus, 1977), and a hybrid method where Richardson number instability mixing from the dynamical instability model of Price et al. (1986) was included with the KT model to provide mixing beneath the bulk mixed layer. The hybrid scheme generated more realistic circulation features in the equatorial Pacific Ocean than the other mixing models. Murtugudde et al. (1995) applied a reduced gravity, isopycnal vertical coordinate ocean model to the three tropical oceans, neglecting salinity effects on density and representing the surface mixed layer by a constant depth layer. Individual simulations forced with climatic winds and surface heat fluxes based on observed sea surface temperature (SST) were conducted separately in the tropical Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans. The model reproduced most of the wind-driven currents and many features of the thermocline such as the annual cycle of zonal and meridional thermocline slope. However, the surface heat flux and vertical mixing parameterizations used in their model produced unrealistic SSTs, especially in the western boundary current regions.
It is important to further improve OGCMs to accurately simulate important climate processes occurring in the tropical ocean such as shallow meridional overturning cells. These cells are responsible for supplying water to the Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) in both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. For example, Lu et al. (1998) investigated Pacific shallow overturning cells in a layer model study, documenting the importance of tropical and subtropical overturning cells in both the North and South Pacific for contributing water to the EUC. The present study revisits these and other issues by simulating the climatological annual cycles of the tropical Atlantic and Pacific Oceans using a new ocean general circulation model, specifically the HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM; Bleck, 2002; Chassignet et al., 2003; Halliwell, 2004). This model contains a hybrid level-isopycnic-sigma vertical coordinate and contains several state-of-the-art vertical-mixing submodels. HYCOM has evolved from the Miami Isopycnic Coordinate Ocean Model (MICOM). Chassignet et al. (1996) compared MICOM to the GFDL level-coordinate model (Cox, 1984) in the Atlantic Ocean to demonstrate the advantages of isopycnic vertical coordinates in long climate integrations, particularly in regards to the inability of level coordinate models to retain their most dense water masses and produce a realistic meridional overturning circulation. Also, the MICOM simulation generated a stronger EUC that compared more favorably to observations than the GFDL model. HYCOM was created to correct known shortcomings of MICOM vertical coordinate system, which consists of isopycnic layers capped by a single slab mixed layer. In particular, isopycnic coordinates provide little or no vertical resolution in regions with weak stratification, including the surface mixed layer. HYCOM is designed to retain the advantages of isopycnic coordinates as much as possible in the open stratified ocean, but to transform into level (pressure) coordinates in unstratified regions such as the surface mixed layer, and also transform to terrain-following (sigma) coordinates in the coastal ocean.

Further details of the HYCOM equations and numerical algorithms, along with a description and validation of the hybrid coordinate generator, can be found in Bleck (2002). The several vertical mixing choices embedded in HYCOM are described and initially evaluated by Halliwell (2004). He demonstrates that the K-Profile Parameterization (KPP; Large et al., 1994), NASA GISS level 2 turbulence closure, MY level 2.5 turbulence closure, and Price et al. (1986) dynamical instability model all perform reasonably well in low resolution climatic simulations. Chassignet et al. (2003) demonstrate the flexibility of the hybrid grid generator by comparing HYCOM run in its default hybrid mode to HYCOM run as a level-coordinate and isopycnic-coordinate model. They also demonstrate the advantages of referencing HYCOM potential density to mid-depth pressure (20 MPa) and using the thermobaric compressibility correction of Sun et al. (1999) to calculate the pressure gradient force.

MICOM/HYCOM studies to date have focused primarily on middle and high latitude processes. In this study, we use HYCOM configured on a non-uniform grid to document the annual cycle of upper-ocean stratification and circulation in the tropical Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. The main goal is to evaluate HYCOM tropical ocean simulations when configured on a non-uniform grid designed to provide maximum meridional resolution near the equator. Since model errors and biases will be caused in part by errors and biases in the climatological forcing, this sensitivity is also examined by driving it with both the COADS climatology (Woodruff et al., 1987) and the ECMWF ERA-15 reanalysis climatology (Gibson et al., 1999). This initial study is designed to provide baseline results for planned HYCOM studies designed to evaluate sensitivity to vertical mixing choice, vertical coordinate distribution, and other HYCOM subgrid-scale
parameterizations. For example, HYCOM has recently been equipped with three new horizontal advection algorithms in addition to the MPDATA (Multidimensional Positive Definite Advection Transport Algorithm) used previously in MICOM and HYCOM. In Section 2, we describe the model configuration, the experiments, and the observations used to validate model results. The simulated tropical ocean circulation in the Pacific and Atlantic basins using COADS (Woodruff et al., 1987) forcing are evaluated in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. In Section 5, the COADS and ECMWF ERA-15 reanalysis simulations are compared to demonstrate that the COADS results are generally more realistic. Conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Model and observations

The HYCOM configuration for the numerical experiments, along with the observations used for comparison and validation, are described first.

2.1. Model configuration and numerical experiments

The computational domain spans the Pacific and Atlantic basins from 30°S to 65.5°N and 102°E to 15°E. The standard Mercator grid configuration used in earlier MICOM/HYCOM studies has been modified. The zonal grid resolution remains a uniform 0.72°, but the meridional grid resolution is set to 0.36° between 5°S and 5°N to improve the resolution of zonal equatorial currents. Poleward of 10°S and 10°N, the standard square Mercator grid is used where meridional resolution is 0.72 cos φ, where φ is latitude. Meridional resolution therefore gradually decreases from 0.36° to 0.72° in the bands from 5°S to 10°S and from 5°N to 10°N. The model is configured with 22 layers. Since we are interested exclusively in upper-ocean processes, we use a surface reference pressure for our target potential density (σ0) values of 19.50, 20.25, 21.00, 21.75, 22.50, 23.25, 24.0, 24.70, 25.28, 25.77, 26.18, 26.52, 26.80, 27.03, 27.22, 27.38, 27.52, 27.64, 27.74, 27.82, 27.88, and 27.94. The target densities of the top five layers are chosen to be lighter than water encountered almost everywhere in the ocean so that they exist as level coordinates at the surface and provide reasonable vertical resolution in the surface mixed layer. The bottom topography is based on ETOPO5 data. The KPP vertical mixing model (Large et al., 1994) is used. Details regarding the implementation of KPP in HYCOM can be found in Halliwell (2004).

The model is initialized with summer temperature and salinity from the Levitus monthly climatology (Levitus and Boyer, 1994; Levitus et al., 1994) and run for 20 years. It is driven by monthly wind stress, wind speed, surface air temperature, surface atmospheric specific humidity, net short-wave radiation, net longwave radiation and precipitation fields obtained from both the COADS climatological dataset and ECMWF ERA-15 atmospheric reanalysis climatology. The sensible and latent heat fluxes are calculated during model runs using the model sea surface temperature (SST) and the same bulk aerodynamic formulae used in MICOM (Langlois et al., 1997). The northern and southern edges of the model domain are treated as closed boundaries. Boundary conditions are provided by buffer zones that are ten grid points wide within which temperature, salinity, and interface depth are relaxed to Levitus climatological values that have been vertically remapped to hybrid vertical coordinates. The relaxation time scale increases from 20 to 120 days with distance away from the boundaries.
Fields from the final year of the simulations (year 20) are analyzed here. For the purpose of conducting model–data comparisons, the simulated fields stored on the hybrid vertical coordinates are re-mapped onto level coordinates using vertical linear interpolation. In the following discussions in this article, wherever we mention seasons (winter, spring, summer and fall), we mean the boreal ones unless and otherwise specified.

2.2. Observations

We use several observational data sets to evaluate the model simulations. First, satellite-tracked surface drifters drogued at a depth of 15m (Niiler, 2001) are compared to the simulated upper-ocean currents and temperature at 15m. Climatological mean fields of surface currents and temperature are calculated from the drifters. The drifter observations of surface current are decomposed into a time-mean field, seasonal harmonics (annual and semi-annual) and a residual eddy field characterized by a finite integral time scale (Lumpkin, 2003). Climatological values for a given day are constructed from the time-mean field and the seasonal harmonics. From these, the monthly mean maps of currents and temperature are constructed. Further details regarding this calculation can be found in Lumpkin (2003).

In the Pacific Ocean, Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) horizontal velocity data are available from the Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) array (McPhaden et al., 1998). To evaluate the simulations, we use zonal velocity data from four of these arrays located in the eastern equatorial Pacific (110°W, 0°), east-central equatorial Pacific (140°W, 0°), west-central equatorial Pacific (170°W, 0°) and western equatorial Pacific (165°E, 0°). At these points monthly climatological velocities are prepared using daily data from 1991 to 2000. ADCP current data are presently unavailable in the equatorial Atlantic Ocean.

Also in the Pacific Ocean, daily subsurface temperature data are available along the equator from TAO moorings at 147°E, 156°E, 165°E, 180°W, 170°W, 155°W, 140°W, 125°W, 110°W and 95°W. We prepared the climatological monthly mean temperature at each location using daily data from 1991 to 2000 that were interpolated to fixed standard depths of 1, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 250, 300 and 500m, and then gridded to 1° resolution from 147°E to 95°W. In the tropical Atlantic, we compare the Levitus (Levitus and Boyer, 1994) subsurface temperature data to the simulated temperature.

Sea surface temperature (SST) from the model is compared to SST from the Pathfinder (Casey and Cornillon, 1999) dataset. The NASA-funded SST Pathfinder project (Evans and Podesta, 1996) is designed to generate an accurate and consistent global SST dataset from measurements made by the AVHRR infrared instrument flown on NOAA satellites since November 1981. In situ SST measurements are used to optimize coefficients in the equation used to calculate Pathfinder SST from irradiance measurements in multiple infrared channels. SST fields are produced by first computing 4-km resolution Global Area Coverage (GAC) AVHRR SST retrievals, then binning cloud free retrievals into 9km equal area fields twice daily (day and night). The global fields show zero bias and 0.5 °C rms with respect to cotemporal 1m temperature measured by buoys. The climatology was created by averaging into monthly means, then calculating climatological monthly means over the 1985–1997 time interval. Both daytime and nighttime daily fields are included in each monthly average. A 7 × 7 point median filter is applied to fill in many of the gaps, and a 7 × 7 point median smoother is used for the entire field to remove small-scale noise.
3. Circulation in the tropical Pacific Ocean

The simulated circulation in the tropical Pacific Ocean is compared to observations, focusing first on the surface flow pattern and then on the subsurface structure.

3.1. Surface circulation

The surface circulation in the tropical Pacific Ocean is driven primarily by the trade wind pattern and consists of alternating bands of eastward and westward flowing zonal currents. These include the westward South Equatorial Current (SEC) and North Equatorial Current (NEC), which are the largest and most persistent zonal currents. The eastward flowing North Equatorial Countercurrent (NECC) and South Equatorial Countercurrent (SECC) often interrupt these broad westward flows. The strength and latitude bands of these currents depend strongly on the seasonal variability in the wind stress forcing. Fig. 1a and c display the simulated currents and temperature at 15m during February and August while Fig. 1b and d display the corresponding fields derived from satellite-tracked drifters. From Fig. 1a and b similar major current features are present in both the model and observations during February. Simulated surface currents tend to be stronger than observed near the equator, but weaker away from the equator where meridional resolution is lower. The simulated SEC generally extends northward to about 5°N except in the far western Pacific where southeastward boundary flow exists south of the equator in both the simulation and observations and extends eastward into the interior from 8 to 12°S to about the middle of the basin as the SECC. In the eastern Pacific south of 10°S the model SEC is weaker than observed. Near the equator, both the model and observed SEC accelerates from the eastern Pacific to around 170°W with the surface divergence associated with equatorial upwelling clearly evident. The maximum SEC velocity reaches about 60 cm s\(^{-1}\) in the model and 70 cm s\(^{-1}\) in the observations although simulated currents tend to be stronger than observed over most of the tropical Pacific within a few degrees of the equator. The westward flowing NEC is evident north of 10°N in both the simulation and observations and extends eastward into the interior from 8 to 12°S to about the middle of the basin as the SECC. In the eastern Pacific south of 10°S the model SEC is weaker than observed. The simulated and observed NEC is weaker in August than in February because the Northern Hemisphere trade winds are weaker then. The simulated and observed SEC spans the full width of the ocean south of 5°S during August (Fig. 1c and d), with no SECC evident. In the western Pacific, the simulated and observed SEC is westward between 3°N and equator. The SEC in the central and eastern part of the basin is more intense during August because the southeasterly trades are stronger in boreal summer. The simulated and observed SEC attains a maximum velocity of about 1 m s\(^{-1}\) along the equator in August, but simulated flow tends to be stronger than observed near the equator west of about 130°W. As during February, the August SEC accelerates in the eastern Pacific to about 160°W with equatorial upwelling clearly evident. The SEC turns north of the equator around 150°W, and then eastward to supply water to the NECC and thus close the western end of an anticyclonic (equatorial) gyre. This northward turn is clearer in the simulation than in the observations. The NECC water eventually turns southward and westward at the eastern end of the basin to close this equatorial gyre. West of about 180°, the NECC flows...
between a counterclockwise gyre to the north and clockwise gyre to the south. This double gyre structure is again more apparent in the model than in the observations.

In the simulated (Fig. 1a and c) and observed (Fig. 1b and d) temperature during February and August, the 15m patterns are in good qualitative agreement. The western Pacific warm pool is delineated as the region warmer than 28°C both during winter and summer, with the region
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Fig. 1. The simulated currents and temperature at 15m depth for (a) February and (c) August, and the satellite-tracked drifter currents and temperature for (b) February and (d) August, for the tropical Pacific Ocean. The current vectors (cm/s) are superimposed on the color temperature image (°C).
expanding northward to cover a much larger area during summer. This warm pool tends to be warmer in the simulations. In the eastern Pacific, warm water is also encountered off the coast of Central America during summer, a region considered to be part of the Western Hemisphere warm pool (Wang and Enfield, 2001, 2003). This warm pool also tends to be warmer in the simulations. In February, the model produces a cold equatorial tongue in the eastern Pacific that is colder than observed. During summer, the eastern equatorial Pacific displays an intense cold water tongue with temperature around 22°C in both the simulation and observations, extending farther to the west in the simulation, that is mainly a result of eastern equatorial upwelling combined with westward advection of the cold water by the SEC. The southeastern region is also covered by cold water, which intensifies during boreal summer when the temperature drops to almost 18°C. This cold water is partly a result of the upwelling occurring along the coast of Peru plus offshore advection by the SEC.

Simulated SST is further evaluated through comparison to observed Pathfinder SST. Fig. 2a and b display the SST differences (simulated minus Pathfinder) during February and August, while Fig. 2c displays the differences in annual mean SST. In general, simulated SST is about 1°C too warm in the western Pacific warm pool region, consistent with the 15m temperature

Fig. 2. The differences between simulated (with COADS forcing) and observed Pathfinder sea surface temperature (SST) (°C) for (a) February and (b) August in the tropical Pacific. The bottom panel (c) shows the differences in annual mean model and observed SST. Shading denotes temperatures greater than 1°C.
comparison in Fig. 1. Simulated SST tends to be too warm in the eastern equatorial cold tongue region to the east of about 130°W during August, again consistent with the 15m temperature comparison in Fig. 1. The February comparison in Fig. 2a indicates that simulated cold tongue SST is too warm only in a small band east of 105°W. This is not consistent with the 15m temperature comparison, which indicates that simulated SST is generally too cold to the east of 140°W. This inconsistency could result in part from the different temporal averaging intervals of the two temperature climatologies. This question is further assessed in Section 5, where Levitus and Pathfinder SST are compared. In other regions, SST differences are small.

The observed temperature differences undoubtedly result in part from model biases, but forcing biases are also likely important. Recently, scientists at NOAA/AOML have processed a new forcing climatology from the Southampton Oceanography Centre where constraints have been used to correct the surface thermal forcing fields. HYCOM simulations forced with this new climatology reproduced thermal variability in the Atlantic warm pool with improved accuracy. Forcing bias also results from the use of monthly fields to drive the model and not high-frequency fields that resolve synoptic and diurnal variability.

Fig. 3 (a, b) and (c, d) show seasonal variations of surface zonal currents at 165°E and 110°W obtained from the model and drifter data respectively. Although broad agreement is evident in observed and simulated patterns, differences do exist in the location and strength of currents. At 165°E, simulated and observed westward flow associated with the NEC exists north of about 9°N, but eastward flow appears in the simulation north of about 18°N. This reversal occurs north of 20°N in the observations except during summer when the reversal occurs just south of 20°N (Fig. 3c). The model qualitatively reproduces observed semi-annual reversals of near-equatorial flow direction. The model generally underestimates current speeds south of about 10°S. An exception to this is the eastward SECC observed between 6°S and 12°S during winter, which the model reproduces realistically. Tomczak and Godfrey (1994) observed that the SECC is strongest in boreal winter with its strength gradually decreasing from west to east so that it is confined primarily to the western and central Pacific.

At 110°W, the model generally underestimates current speeds at all latitudes. The observed SEC reverses to eastward flow at the equator during spring (Fig. 3d) while the simulated flow becomes very weak but does not reverse (Fig. 3b). Although the disagreement likely results in part from model biases, forcing bias also contributes as illustrated in Section 5, where the COADS and ECMWF simulations are compared.

3.2. Subsurface circulation

Fig. 4 (a and b) depict vertical sections of model zonal currents in the upper 300m along the equator during February and August. During February, the SEC is generally confined above 30m in the eastern Pacific, but gradually thickens toward the west to about 100m west of 140°E. Eastward zonal flow exists in the upper 60m at the western end of the domain. In August, the SEC only extends westward to 160°E, and it thickens toward the east. Below the surface, the simulated EUC core is deep in the western Pacific and slopes upward to the east, with a larger slope during winter, as has been observed in earlier observational and modeling studies. In February the core velocity maximum of about 80 cm s\(^{-1}\) is located at 140°W at a depth of about 120m. In August, two core velocity maxima exist (80 cm s\(^{-1}\) at 120°W, 120m depth; 100 cm s\(^{-1}\) at 100°W, 60m depth).
at 150°W, 120m depth). In other model simulations, Murtugudde et al. (1996) obtained a core velocity of 160 cm s⁻¹ during March and Philander et al. (1987) obtained a core velocity of 150 cm s⁻¹ during May. Measured core velocity maxima tend to be smaller than this, but larger than the values simulated by HYCOM. Yu and McPhaden (1999) reported a core velocity maximum of 90 cm s⁻¹. This issue is discussed further in Section 3.3.

Fig. 4 (c, d) and (e, f) show the vertical sections of temperature along the equator during February and August from the simulation and the TAO array observations (Section 2) respectively. A comparison between Fig. 4 (c, d) and (e, f) indicates that the simulated temperature structure agrees rather well with the observed temperature structure along the equator. In particular, the simulation generally reproduces the depth and strength of the thermocline, along with its upward slope to the east, quite realistically. As a result, the model should accurately reproduce the resulting eastward zonal pressure gradient force along the equator that maintains the EUC (Philander, 1990). On the negative side, model isotherms tend to be deeper than observed, particularly beneath the thermocline. Also, the model underestimates the thickness of the thermocline east of about 120°W as isotherms at the base of the thermocline and below become flat instead of continuing the observed upward slope to the east of this longitude.
Fig. 4. Vertical section of simulated zonal current (cm s\(^{-1}\)) along the equator in the upper 300 m of the water column during (a) February and (b) August for the tropical Pacific Ocean. Vertical section of simulated temperature (°C) along the equator in the upper 300 m of the water column during (c) February and (d) August. Vertical section of observed climatological temperature (°C) along the equator in the upper 300 m of the water column during (e) February and (f) August for the tropical Pacific Ocean, obtained from the TAO array region. Shading represents eastward zonal current for velocity (upper panels) and isotherms greater than 20 °C (middle and bottom panels).
Fig. 5. Vertical section of model zonal velocity (cms\(^{-1}\)) (a and b), meridional velocity (cms\(^{-1}\)) (c and d) and temperature (°C) (e and f) at 140\(^\circ\)W in the upper 300m of the water column during February and August. Shading denotes eastward zonal flow (upper panels), northward meridional flow (middle panels) and isotherms greater than 20°C (bottom panels).

Fig. 5 (a, b), (c, d) and (e, f) show the vertical sections of zonal velocity, meridional velocity and temperature respectively in the upper 300m at 140\(^\circ\)W during February and August. From Fig. 5a
and b, the SEC is confined above 40 m at the equator while it penetrates to deeper levels to the north and south. The strongest westward flow associated with the SEC is mainly concentrated between about 5°S and 5°N. In the Southern Hemisphere, weaker westward surface zonal flow exists southward to 20°S. In the Northern Hemisphere, weaker westward zonal flow extends northward to 20°N during February with the exception of eastward flow associated with the NECC near 8°N that has a maximum near 50 m and is relatively weak at the surface. During August, a strong eastward flowing NECC exists between 5 and 10°N with maximum speeds exceeding 40 cm s⁻¹ above 90 m. Just below the surface SEC, the eastward flowing subsurface EUC is confined between 2°S and 2°N with maximum velocity exceeding 80 cm s⁻¹ at 120 m during February and 135 m during August. During February, strong equatorial divergence between 2°S and 2°N is primarily confined above 100 m (Fig. 5c). There is no clear transition between the surface divergence and quasi-geostrophic convergence beneath it. Near surface meridional convergence is present between 5 and 15°S, and also between 6 and 14°N, which could be associated with the downwelling limbs of shallow overturning cells. During August, the axis of equatorial divergence is tilted, being on the equator at the surface, but shifting northward with depth to 3°N at 120 m. Strong meridional convergence exists from 2 to 5°S and from 4 to 7°N, suggesting that strong shallow tropical overturning cells may exist during summer.

The vertical structure of temperature at 140°W (Fig. 5e and f) shows the classical pattern inferred from earlier studies (Philander, 1990), with a shallower thermocline in the equatorial region and a trough-ridge system north of the equator associated with the NECC that is stronger during summer. South of 3°S and north of 10°N, the poleward increases in isotherm depth reflects the geostrophic balance associated with the westward-flowing SEC and NEC, respectively. The upward (downward) bowing of isotherms above (below) the EUC core within 2° of the equator reflects the equatorial quasi-geostrophic balance associated with the EUC and the SEC jet above (Philander, 1990).

3.3. Comparison with ADCP measurements

Vertical profiles of simulated equatorial zonal velocity from four selected longitudes (110°W, 140°W, 170°W, and 165°E) are compared to ADCP zonal velocity from the TAO array for four months (February, May, August, and November) to evaluate the simulated seasonal cycle of zonal equatorial flow (Fig. 6). General agreement exists between simulated and observed current profile structure at all locations, but some quantitative differences are present. At 110°W, the ADCP current values are more eastward than the simulated values year round above 125 m. As a result, there is a seasonal reversal in the SEC flow direction present in observations from mid-winter through spring that does not exist in the simulation, and the EUC core velocity is stronger in the observations throughout the year. From Fig. 4a and b, this location is at the eastern edge of the strong EUC core. Since the observed and simulated velocity profiles at the other three locations are much more similar to each other (Fig. 6), the comparatively large differences at 110°W suggest that the strong EUC core does not extend as far to the east in the simulation as it does in nature. The simulated EUC decays too rapidly at the eastern end, which is probably related to the weakening of the simulated thermocline to the east of 120°W revealed in Fig. 4.

The location 140°W is slightly west of the core of the equatorial cold-water tongue. The vertical structures of the observed and simulated zonal currents are similar at this point (Fig. 6e–h) except
Fig. 6. The model and observed ADCP zonal velocity (cms$^{-1}$) during boreal winter (February), spring (May), summer (August) and fall (November) respectively at the locations (110°W, 0) (a–d), (140°W, 0) (e–h), (170°W, 0) (i–l), and at (165°E, 0) (m–p) in the upper 250m for the model (solid lines) and observations (dashed lines).
that the simulated flow has a westward bias above 120 m from spring through autumn. As a result, the simulated westward nearsurface SEC is stronger, and the simulated EUC core deeper and weaker, than the observed flow. The weaker EUC core velocities simulated by HYCOM here and at 110°W may also indicate that meridional grid resolution has to be increased to properly simulate the core velocity maximum. A spring surface flow reversal also occurs at this location that is not reproduced by the model. The flow differences at this location and at 110°W suggest that the surface stress forcing the model has a westward bias, or perhaps that the vertical viscosity profiles produced by the KPP vertical mixing submodel have errors that adversely affect vertical shear and hence the vertical profile of zonal current produced by the model.

The location 170°W is a transition region between the cold tongue and warm pool. As seen in Fig. 6i–l, differences between the model and observed profiles are small at this location. Core depth of the simulated EUC tends to be slightly deeper than observed during spring and summer, and slightly shallower during the remainder of the year. The location 165°E is in the warm pool region in the western equatorial Pacific where the zonal currents are not as strong. Fig. 6m–p also show reasonable similarity between simulated and observed profiles. The EUC core is much deeper here that farther to the east and the simulated EUC does not show a depth bias with respect to the observed EUC.

4. Circulation in the tropical Atlantic Ocean

The surface and subsurface circulation features in the tropical Atlantic Ocean are discussed in this section.

4.1. Surface circulation

Like the tropical Pacific Ocean, the Atlantic surface circulation is comprised of alternating bands of westward and eastward flowing zonal currents driven primarily by trade wind forcing. Fig. 7a and b show the simulated currents and temperature at 15 m depth during February and August. Fig. 7c and d show the currents and temperature during February and August from the satellite-tracked drifters. Comparisons are more difficult in the tropical Atlantic due to large spatial data gaps in the observations. Both the model and observations show the major surface zonal currents such as the westward flowing SEC and NEC and the eastward flowing NECC. The SEC is strongest within a few degrees of the equator. Most of this flow feeds the North Brazil Current (NBC) and contributes in part to the northward transport of the upper limb of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (Halliwell et al., 2003). The NEC, usually present north of 10°N, is a comparatively weak, predominantly zonal flow in both the simulation and observations. The model reproduces the seasonal appearance and disappearance of the NECC (Garzoli and Katz, 1983; Richardson and Walsh, 1986). Similar to the tropical Pacific Ocean, the simulated currents more than several degrees away from the equator are generally weaker than observed currents, again due in part to the lower resolution there.

In both the simulation and observations, the strongest flow is associated with the NBC. During February, the simulated and observed NBC both attain a maximum speed of about 80 cm s⁻¹. During August, both observed and simulated maximum speeds reach about 100 cm s⁻¹.
February, the NECC is a weak flow at 5°N east of 25°W in both simulations and observations. During August, the NECC is strong across the entire basin, with the retroflection of the NBC supplying water to this current (Garzoli and Katz, 1983). The NECC continues its journey towards the east into the Gulf of Guinea as the Guinea Current, where it is prevented from flowing north by the African coastline and thus turns south to feed the SEC. The model faithfully reproduces the seasonal variability of this equatorial gyre structure and is also in realistic accord with other model simulations, such as that of Murtugudde et al. (1995, 1996) and Philander and Pacanowski (1986). Neither the simulation nor the observations show the SECC during February and August. Equatorial divergence is evident in both simulation and observations, and is stronger in August (Fig. 7b and d) due to stronger trade winds.

Observed and simulated temperature distributions correspond well during both February and August. During boreal summer, the northern tropical Atlantic is mainly occupied by warm water. In the Intra-Americas Sea, the temperature exceeds 28 °C, and represents the eastern part of the Western Hemisphere warm pool (Wang and Enfield, 2001, 2003). During summer, the equatorial cold tongue resulting from equatorial upwelling exists in the east-central Atlantic. It is difficult to determine the fidelity with which the simulation reproduces the cold tongue because it is poorly resolved by the observations. Comparing the few observational grid boxes in the cold tongue to the corresponding observational grid boxes suggests that model 15m temperature is equal to or colder than the observed temperature. The temperature distribution in the South Atlantic shows some similarities with the South Pacific Ocean. In particular, marked differences from zonal...
orientation also exist in the South Atlantic where the prevailing currents advect cold upwelled water offshore.

Differences between model and Pathfinder SST during February and August are presented in Fig. 8a and b, while the differences in annual mean SST are shown in Fig. 8c. The model SST is slightly higher than observed Pathfinder SST in the eastern equatorial Atlantic. In other regions in the model domain, the model SST shows a reasonable matching with the observed SST. As in the Pacific, the model is warmer by about 1–2°C in the eastern equatorial cold tongue region during summer. This summer difference apparently contradicts the 15m temperature comparison in Fig. 7b and d. However, that comparison was based on a very small number of common grid points and the Pathfinder SST comparison is clearly much more significant. Again, part of this difference could arise because these two observational temperature datasets (drifter and Pathfinder) have different temporal averaging intervals. This question is further assessed in Section 5 where Pathfinder and Levitus SST are compared. The annual mean SST difference also indicates warmer model SST in the eastern equatorial Atlantic (Fig. 8c).

Fig. 9a and b show the seasonal variation of simulated zonal velocity at 32°W and 10°W while Fig. 9c and d depict observed zonal currents. At 32°W during summer, both model and observations show strong eastward flow between 4°N and 6°N associated with the NECC, but with simulated flow weaker than observed. The observations show the reversal of the SEC at 32°W, between 2°S and 3°N during February to May, which, as for the Pacific is not reproduced by the model (but see results from the ECMWF forcing in Section 5). The model underestimates current speeds south of about 6°S, and this is also true at 10°W. Otherwise, the model at 10°W faithfully reproduces an eastward flowing NECC between 3°N and 5°N and westward flowing SEC between 6°S and 2°N, both attaining maximum strength during summer.

Fig. 8. The differences between simulated (with COADS forcing) and observed Pathfinder sea surface temperature (SST) (°C) for (a) February and (b) August in the tropical Atlantic. The bottom panel (c) shows the differences in annual mean model and observed SST. Shading denotes temperatures greater than 1°C.
4.2. Subsurface circulation

Fig. 10a and b depict the vertical structure of zonal currents in the upper 300m along the equator during February and August. The westward SEC at the surface and the eastward EUC below are clearly evident while the westward component of the northwestward NBC flow is evident at all depths at the western end of the basin. In February, the SEC is confined above 30m (Fig. 10a) while in August it strengthens and thickens to 50m (Fig. 10b). Associated with this thickening, the EUC core depth increases. Throughout the year, the EUC is deepest and strongest in the western basin while decelerating and shoaling to the east. In February, the EUC core velocity maximum exceeds 60 cm s$^{-1}$ and is located at 35°W at a depth of 100m. Similar to the Pacific, two core velocity maxima exist in August: one at 30°W, 115m and the other at 38°W, 125m. This simulated flow structure is in good agreement with previous observational studies (Philander, 1990). Model studies have produced EUCs with a wide range of maximum magnitudes, with model resolution playing a significant role, making it difficult to evaluate the present simulation. Low-resolution models tend to underestimate the core velocity, such as the 2° MICOM simulation of Chassignet.
Fig. 10. Vertical section of simulated zonal current ($\text{cm s}^{-1}$) along the equator in the upper 300m of the water column during (a) February and (b) August for the tropical Atlantic Ocean. Vertical section of simulated temperature ($^\circ\text{C}$) along the equator in the upper 300m of the water column during (c) February and (d) August. Vertical section of the observed climatological temperature ($^\circ\text{C}$) along the equator in the upper 300m of the water column during (e) February and (f) August for the tropical Atlantic Ocean, obtained from the Levitus climatology. Shading represents eastward zonal current for velocity (upper panels) and isotherms greater than 20$^\circ$C (middle and bottom panels).
et al. (1996) (core velocity of 30 cm s\(^{-1}\)) and the isopycnic model analysis of Oberhuber (1993) (core velocity of 50 cm s\(^{-1}\)). In higher resolution simulations, Murtugudde et al. (1996) simulated the EUC and obtained a maximum core velocity of about 90 cm s\(^{-1}\) in March while Philander and Pacanowski (1986) obtained a core velocity of 90 cm s\(^{-1}\). Observations tend to support this larger velocity maximum (e.g., Schott et al., 1995, who measured maximum velocity exceeding 80 cm s\(^{-1}\) at 35\(^\circ\)W). The weaker core velocity maximum simulated by HYCOM again suggests that meridional resolution must be smaller than 0.5\(^\circ\) to properly simulate this maximum.

Fig. 10 (c, d) and (e, f) show the vertical structure of temperature along the equator during February and August obtained from the simulation and from the Levitus climatology. Both the simulated and observed thermoclines slope upward toward the east and have a larger slope in summer. Similar to the tropical Pacific Ocean, the simulated isotherms, and thus the thermocline, are deeper compared to the observed isotherms, in this case provided by the Levitus climatology instead of the TAO array. This is again most evident beneath the core of the EUC.

Fig. 11 a–f show the vertical sections of zonal velocity, meridional velocity and temperature in the upper 300 m of the Atlantic Ocean at 20\(^\circ\)W during February and August. The meridional/vertical structure of the flow (Fig. 11a and b) demonstrates that the westward flowing SEC is confined above 30 m within 5\(^\circ\)S–3\(^\circ\)N and exists as a thinner, weaker westward flow south of 5\(^\circ\)S. The SEC intensifies in August between 5\(^\circ\)S and 3\(^\circ\)N, as does the eastward flowing NECC farther to the north. The EUC is confined between 2\(^\circ\)S and 2\(^\circ\)N as it is in the Pacific. During February, the EUC is confined between 30 and 130 m, with a core velocity exceeding 40 cm s\(^{-1}\) at 80 m. In August, the vertical extent of the EUC below 30 m expands substantially while the core velocity exceeds 40 cm s\(^{-1}\) at 90 m. The vertical structure of meridional velocity at 20\(^\circ\)W (Fig. 11c and d) shows clear evidence of surface divergence near the equator during summer only, which is strongest between the surface and 90 m. There is no clear evidence of the expected quasi-geostrophic meridional convergence below. During winter, surface meridional divergence is only evident in the upper 10 m and is centered near 1\(^\circ\)S. As for summer, there is no clear evidence of the expected quasi-geostrophic meridional convergence below on the equator.

The vertical structure of temperature at 20\(^\circ\)W (Fig. 11e and f) generally shows the classical pattern that was observed in the Pacific (Fig. 5e and f) and inferred from earlier studies (Philander, 1990). The shallower thermocline near the equatorial is evident, but the seasonal cycle of the trough-ridge system north of the equator associated with the NECC is weak because this section is located to the east of the strongest part of the NECC. The upward (downward) bowing of isotherms above (below) the EUC core within 2\(^\circ\) of the equator that reflects the equatorial quasi-geostrophic balance associated with the EUC and the SEC jet above (Philander, 1990) is not as strong in the Atlantic as in the Pacific.

5. Sensitivity studies

The simulations presented in Sections 3 and 4 were driven by the COADS monthly climatological surface forcing fields. In this section, we deal with model sensitivity to the forcing. For that, we performed another simulation identical to the COADS simulation except that it was driven by surface forcing fields obtained from the ECMWF ERA-15 reanalysis climatology. The ECMWF results are presented separately for the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans.
Fig. 11. Vertical section of model zonal velocity (cms$^{-1}$) (a and b), meridional velocity (cms$^{-1}$) (c and d) and temperature (°C) (e and f) at 20°W in the upper 300m of the water column during February and August. Shading denotes eastward zonal flow (upper panels), northward meridional flow (middle panels) and isotherms greater than 20°C (bottom panels).

Fig. 12a and b represent the climatological annual variation of zonal velocity at the selected two points 165°E and 110°W in the tropical Pacific Oceans, and are compared to the COADS simulation and observations in Fig. 3. Although broad patterns are similar, significant quantitative
differences exist between the two simulations that are similar in magnitude to differences between each simulation and the observations. For example, at 165°E, the SECC is strongest in winter, consistent with the COADS simulation, but is present between 5°S and 12°S throughout the year in the ECMWF run (Fig. 12a) instead of being confined to winter and early spring (Fig. 3). At 110°W, the simulated SEC shows a reversal during spring that is consistent with observations (Fig. 3d) and that is not present in the COADS simulation (Fig. 3b). These results demonstrate that model–data differences result as much from forcing errors and biases as from model limitations.

Fig. 13a and b display the wind stresses during August from the COADS and ECMWF reanalysis climatology. Almost everywhere in the domain, the COADS winds are stronger than the ECMWF winds. In Fig. 13c, simulated August SST along the equator for the COADS and ECMWF runs are compared with the observed Pathfinder and Levitus SST. Differences between the simulations and observations primarily exist in the western warm pool region west of the date line and in the cold tongue region east of 120°W as noted earlier. SST from the COADS simulation is slightly larger between 140°E and 160°E, and smaller between 110°W and 92°W, than SST from the ECMWF simulation. In the western warm pool region, Pathfinder SST is equal to or warmer than Levitus SST. Differences between simulations and observations are larger than the differences between the two simulations and between the two observational datasets, indicating model limitations are primarily responsible for the warmer simulated SSTs in the warm pool. In the cold tongue region east of 120°W, simulated SST again tends to be too warm. In this region, however, differences between the two simulations and between the two observational datasets are larger than in the warm pool region, so factors other than model limitations play a more important role in the cold tongue. Forcing errors likely make a significant contribution due to the SST differences between the COADS and ECMWF cases. Also, the temporal averaging intervals of the model forcing climatologies and the SST observational climatologies are different. Since these different temporal intervals do not include the same ENSO cycles, cold-tongue SST
Fig. 13. The climatological monthly mean wind stress during August from (a) COADS and (b) ECMWF reanalysis climatology in the tropical Pacific Ocean. The second panel (c) shows comparing model simulated SST from the COADS and ECMWF simulations with the observed Pathfinder and Levitus SST along the equator during August. The third panel (d) shows comparing model simulated zonal velocity from the COADS and ECMWF simulations with the drifter data along the equator during August. Vertical section of simulated temperature along the equator in the upper 300m of the water column during August from the (e) COADS and (f) ECMWF simulations and its comparison with the observed (g) TAO temperature. Shading in figures e–g denotes isotherms greater than 20°C.
simulated by the model and mean SST from the observational datasets will differ to some extent even if a perfect model is used.

Fig. 13d shows the simulated zonal velocity at 15m depth along the equator during August from the COADS and ECMWF simulations, and also from the drifter data, revealing the westward-flowing SEC east of 175°E. In general, differences between the simulations are as large as differences between each simulation and the observations. Simulated westward zonal velocity associated with the SEC is generally smaller than observed zonal velocity east of 120°W. Fig. 13e and f show vertical sections of simulated temperature along the equator during August from the COADS and ECMWF forcing while Fig. 13g shows the observed TAO temperature along the equator during August. In general, the isotherms from the ECMWF simulation are slightly deeper compared to the COADS simulation, and thus slightly less realistic compared to observations. The COADS run produces a thermocline with a larger upward slope toward the east that is closer to observations (Fig. 13g).

For the Atlantic, Fig. 14a and b show the climatological annual variation of zonal velocity simulated with ECMWF forcing at 32°W and 10°W, which are compared to the COADS run and observations in Fig. 9. Although broad patterns are similar as they were in the Pacific, significant quantitative differences exist between the two simulations that are again similar in magnitude to differences between each simulation and the observations. For example, at 32°W, the spring reversal of the SEC at the equator is more clearly evident in the ECMWF simulation (Fig. 14a) as compared to the COADS run (Fig. 9a), and this reversal is more consistent with the observations (Fig. 9c). The ECMWF forcing generated a stronger SEC during summer at 10°W (Fig. 14b) compared to the COADS simulation (Fig. 9b), the latter being closer to observations (Fig. 9d).

Fig. 15a and b display wind stresses during August from the COADS and ECMWF climatologies. As in the Pacific Ocean, the COADS winds are stronger compared to the ECMWF winds. The simulated SST along the equator during August for the COADS and ECMWF runs, along
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![Fig. 14. Seasonal variations of the simulated zonal surface current along (a) 32°W and (b) 10°W based on the simulation with ECMWF forcing. The unit of current is cm s⁻¹, and shading denotes eastward zonal flow. These figures can be compared with those from the COADS simulation (Fig. 9a and b) and those from the observed drifter data (Fig. 9c and d).](image-url)
Fig. 15. The climatological monthly mean wind stress during August from (a) COADS and (b) ECMWF reanalysis climatology in the tropical Atlantic Ocean. The second panel (c) shows comparing model simulated SST from the COADS and ECMWF simulations with the observed Pathfinder and Levitus SST along the equator during August. The third panel (d) shows comparing model simulated zonal velocity from the COADS and ECMWF simulations with the drifter data along 2.5°S during August. Vertical section of simulated temperature along the equator in the upper 300m of the water column during August from the (e) COADS and (f) ECMWF simulation and its comparison with the (g) Levitus climatological temperature. Shading in figures (e–g) denotes isotherms greater than 20°C.
with the observed Pathfinder and Levitus SST, are shown in Fig. 15c. Both the COADS and ECMWF simulations reveal zonal oscillations of SST along the equator. These oscillations may result from the existence of tropical instability wave variability. West of 30°W, SST from the COADS run is slightly warmer than observations while SST from the ECMWF run is slightly colder. East of 13°W, simulated SST is warmer than observed. East of 30°W, Levitus SST is warmer than Pathfinder, with the difference exceeding 1°C near 15°W. As for the Pacific Ocean, both forcing biases and differences in the temporal averaging intervals of the model forcing and SST climatology contribute to the SST differences in the Atlantic cold tongue region. However, model limitations also contribute to SST errors in the cold tongue, probably resulting in part from the tendency of HYCOM to produce a thermocline that is too deep in the eastern equatorial region, as was also the case in the Pacific.

The zonal flow along 2.5°S during August at 15m depth simulated with the COADS and ECMWF forcing are compared with the drifter data at 15m depth (Fig. 15d). This latitude is chosen because of the poor observational sampling along the equator (Fig. 7). East of 15°W, the SEC magnitude in both simulations compare favorably to each other and to observations. However, these agreements are not as good west of 15°W. West of 35°W, the magnitude of SEC is higher than the simulations. Fig. 15d also reveals zonal oscillations in the zonal flow field along 2.5°S in both simulations. This can also be due to the effect of tropical instability wave variability. The vertical structure of temperature along the equator during August from the COADS and ECMWF simulations (Fig. 15e and f) are compared with the Levitus temperature (Fig. 15g). As for the Pacific, the COADS simulation produces a slightly shallower thermocline than the ECMWF simulation, with the shallower depth being in closer agreement with climatology.

This two-ocean comparison between two simulations driven by different climatological forcing sets demonstrates that forcing accuracy can be as important as model limitations in producing errors and biases in simulated fields, making it difficult to judge standalone model performance. Although some aspects of the ECMWF simulation were superior, such as the spring SEC reversal at the equator in both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, careful evaluation of the three-dimensional temperature and flow structures convinced us that the COADS simulation was closer to observations in more respects than the ECMWF simulation, particularly in regards to SST and subsurface thermal fields.

6. Summary

The purpose of this study was to evaluate capabilities and limitations of a new ocean model (HYCOM) configured on a non-uniform horizontal grid spanning 30°S–65.5°N and 102°E–15°E to simulate the climatological annual cycle of the tropical Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. Monthly climatological surface fields obtained from the COADS data are used to drive the primary simulation. Sensitivity to forcing is considered by comparing the primary COADS simulation to another driven by the ECMWF ERA-15 monthly reanalysis climatology that is otherwise identical to the primary simulation. The upper-ocean currents, temperature and many features of the tropical ocean thermocline are in general realistically modeled. One goal was to evaluate the use of latitude dependent meridional resolution that provides enhanced resolution near the equator (0.72° zonal by 0.36° meridional). The importance of enhanced resolution is evident because
HYCOM substantially underestimated zonal current magnitudes away from the equator where both zonal and meridional resolution was low.

In the Pacific Ocean, the presence and seasonality of the major surface zonal currents such as the SEC, NEC, NECC and SECC are in good correspondence with the observations. Both model and drifter velocities show the SEC accelerating along the equator from east to west, with meridional divergence associated with equatorial upwelling present all year but strongest in summer. Analysis of the annual cycle of zonal equatorial currents discloses a spring reversal of the SEC at 110°W in the observations. The COADS simulation does not reproduce this reversal, but the ECMWF does (albeit too weak). The occurrence and seasonality of the EUC has been very realistically modeled except for the tendency of the core velocity to be somewhat too weak, and also the fact that the simulated EUC terminates a few degrees farther to the west than observed. Insufficient meridional resolution could contribute to both of these shortcomings. The model also reproduces zonal and meridional slopes, ridges, and troughs in the thermocline, including their strong seasonal variations. Both the modeled and observed thermal structure shows a fairly strong thermocline along the equator, with a downward slope towards the west. The depth of the equatorial thermocline tends to be slightly deeper than observed. The model generally does a good job in simulating the seasonal evolution of off-equatorial zonal currents associated with the thermocline ridges and troughs except for the tendency to underestimate magnitudes. The warm and cold water regions and their seasonality in the tropical Pacific has been realistically simulated by the model and is in good agreement with the drifter data. A comparison of simulated SST with the observed SST climatologies reveals that simulated SST is warmer than the observations in the eastern equatorial cold tongue and in the warm pool waters of the western Pacific and also the eastern Pacific (the western limb of the Western Hemisphere warm pool). The temperature difference in the warm pool regions is similar no matter which observed temperature climatology is used for the comparison, indicating that model biases are the primary problem. The magnitude of the temperature difference in the cold tongue varies depending on the temperature climatology used for the comparison. This indicates that the different temporal averaging intervals used for these climatologies, which can differ from the temporal averaging interval of the atmospheric forcing climatologies used to drive the model, contribute in part to the cold tongue temperature differences (i.e., they are averaged over different sets of ENSO events).

In the tropical Atlantic Ocean, the model captured all the major currents such as the SEC, NEC, NECC and NBC. The highest current speeds are observed in the NBC in both the simulation and drifter velocity climatology. During winter, NECC is weak and mainly concentrated in the eastern equatorial Atlantic Ocean. During summer, this current is intensified and is supplied by the retroreflection of the NBC around 5°N. The SEC indicates divergence at the equator, which is quite strong during summer and enhances the equatorial upwelling at this time. At 32°W, the drifter data shows the spring reversal of the SEC near the equator. As for the Pacific, this reversal was present in the HYCOM simulation driven by ECMWF (albeit too weak), but not in the simulation driven by COADS. As for the Pacific, the simulated EUC tends to be a little too deep and too slow, with resolution again probably contributing to the underestimate of core velocity magnitude. The simulated surface warm pool and cold tongue areas and their seasonal changes in the tropical Atlantic Ocean are generally in good agreement with the drifter temperature climatology. The temperature distribution in the Atlantic Ocean shows some similarities with the Pacific Ocean, particularly south of the equator where surface temperatures are much the same in both
the oceans. As for the Pacific, model SST is slightly warmer in the eastern equatorial cold tongue. The temporal averaging interval of the climatology used for the comparison is again a factor in the magnitude of the observed–simulated temperature difference. The tendency for isotherms to be too deep at the equator is larger in the Atlantic than in the Pacific. This problem could be related to too much vertical mixing, or could result from water with the wrong temperature converging toward the equator at depth. If the latter is true, then model biases off the equator contribute to the observed equatorial biases.

Differences in the circulation pattern and temperature distribution in the tropical Pacific and Atlantic Oceans arising from the use of ECMWF forcing were documented. In addition to the spring SEC reversal differences mentioned above, the simulation with the ECMWF forcing showed the presence of the SECC in the western Pacific throughout the year, with its peak occurring during winter. The ECMWF simulation generated higher SST in the eastern equatorial Pacific compared to the COADS simulation. A comparison of equatorial zonal flow in the Pacific Ocean from the two simulations showed marked differences, especially in the east-central and western equatorial regions. The isotherms are deeper in the ECMWF forcing simulation. In both the tropical Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, the COADS surface wind stress is stronger than the ECMWF wind stress. In contrast, SST and subsurface temperatures in the COADS case compared more favorably to observations, leading us to choose the COADS case as the primary experiment. Overall, model performance is encouraging, and we anticipate that future experiments conducted with different vertical mixing choices, different vertical coordinate choices, different horizontal advection schemes, and modifications in other model subgrid-scale parameterizations, in conjunction with improved high-frequency forcing, will produce substantially improved simulations.
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